Sample References: APA Format (6th edition)
Bracketed numbers indicate relevant sections from the Publication manual of the American Psychological Association, 6th ed.

This edition of the manual makes heavy use of the DOI (Digital Object Identifier) for electronic sources. The Techweb encyclopedia defines a DOI as being “A method of applying a persistent name to documents, publications and other resources on the Internet rather than using a URL, which can change over time.” DOIs are often, but not always, available from library database records.

Books & Electronic Books

Printed book [7.02]
Author, A., & Author, B. (Year). Title of work. Location: Publisher.


Printed book, editor [7.02]
Editor, A. (Ed.). (Year). Title of work. Location: Publisher.


Electronic book, DOI available [7.02]
Author, A., & Author, B. (Year). Title of work. doi:xxxxx

Electronic book, DOI not available [7.02]


If there is no DOI, give a URL, such as that of the library database.


Chapter in a book [7.02]


Article in a reference book with no author given [7.02]


**Magazine, Journal & Newspaper Articles**

Electronic journal articles with DOIs [7.01.1]


doi:xxxxx

doi:10.1097/SGA.0b013e3181ca03b9

**Electronic journal articles without DOIs [7.01.2]**


http://www.xxxxxxx

If there is no DOI, give a URL, such as that of the library database.

Hochman, B. (2002). The reading habit and 'The Yellow Wallpaper.' *American Literature, 74*, 89-111. Retrieved from


**Journal articles, print [7.01.2]**


When there are eight or more authors, type the first six authors’ names, then type three ellipsis points, then add the last author’s name. [6.27]

Magazine articles, print [7.01.7]

Author, A. (Year, month). Title of article. *Name of journal, xx(x), pp-pp.*

Beard, H. (2009, Sep.) The doctor(s) will see you now. *Essence, 40(5),* 157-160.

Magazine articles, retrieved online [7.01.8]


Newspaper articles, print [7.01.10]

Author, A. (Year, month day). Title of article. *Name of newspaper, p. section number page number.*


Newspaper articles, retrieved online [7.01.11]


Give a URL, such as that of the library database, or of the newspaper home page.

Note that the month is not abbreviated when you are also giving the day. [6.28]


http://www.tampatrib.com
Web Sites

Informally published Web site [7.09.61]


Include retrieval dates if the material may change over time, such as for wikis.  [6.32]


http://www.csuchico.edu/~pkittle/101/genres.html

If the author is not available, start with the title.  [6.27]


Internet message boards, electronic mailing lists, and other online communities [7.11]

Author, A.  (Year, month day).  Title of post [Description of form].  Retrieved from

http://www.xxxxxx


There are also citation examples for other types of documents that are not covered above. Other types of documents include dissertations, research reports, and government documents. For more information, see chapter 7 of the Publication Manual.

For citing references in text, see sections 6.11 to 6.21.

For sample papers, see pages 40 to 59.